Case Study

Company

MEZORT Zrt

Country

Hungary

Industry

Agriculture

Solution

Panda Adaptive
Defense 360

Number of computers

130

“It was very important for us that
the solution to be introduced
should provide not ‘just’ virus
protection, but a complex service.
Our choice has been completely
justified in the time since then.”

András Neuliszt
IT professional

History
After founding the corporate group in 2004, the first major IT development took place in
2006, which was not followed by a comprehensive antivirus strategy at a similar level. A
few years later, we changed to the excellent Panda Antivirus for Business system, which
had local central management at that time. In later developments, the cloud-based console
became available, so the antivirus system was replaced by the Panda Endpoint Protection
version. This was significantly more advanced than the previous version, but there were
cases giving grounds for increased protection against zero-day malware.

Challenge
The further infrastructural development of the company, the surging amount of data,
the irreplaceable nature of the data stored on the servers and the increasing threat of
varied ransomware were grounds for the management to rethink protection demands and
possibilities.

Solution
Upon our inquiry, the IT vendor for the corporate group informed us that the protection
system from Panda Adaptive Defense 360 exactly met our demands. We thoroughly tested
the versatile settings during a presentation. It was very important for us that the solution to
be introduced should provide not “just” virus protection, but a complex service. Our choice
has been completely justified in the time since then. Thanks to the web-based central
interface, the processes can be intervened in from anywhere. Automated and scheduled
monitoring can be performed by grouping the computers. Users can be granted different
permissions through group settings. The protection of external tools, Exchange protection
and spam filtering play a key role. The firewall module in the software package excellently
completes our existing solution. Thanks to its protection against zero-day malware, the
previously experienced threats have disappeared. Moreover, updating our own software
programs is also secure, since the system monitors them upon each update.

Information about the Company
Mezort Zrt., a fully Hungarian-owned company, is the largest agricultural company in the West Transdanubian region. The corporate
group, including three large agricultural companies, was founded in January 2004. Our major activities include milk production, crop
production and related activities, as well as pig farming and marketing.
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